
NATIONAL ASSEMBLY SECRETARIAT

ORDERS OF THE DAY

for the meeting of the National Assembly to be held on Saturday, the 15th August, 2009 at 10.30 a.m.

1. Recitation from the Holy Quran.
QUESTIONS

2. Questions entered in a separate list to be asked and answers given

CALLING ATTENTION NOTICE

3. NAWAB ABDUL GHANI TALPUR
NAWAB MUHAMMAD YOUSUF TALPUR
DR. AZRA FAZAL PECHUHO
MRS.  YASMEEN REHMAN
MRS. SHAKEELA KHANAM RASHID to invite attention of the Minister for Health to a matter of urgent 

public importance regarding quacks/unregistered medical practitioners in Islamabad endangering the lives of 
the people, causing grave concern amongst the public.

AMENDMENT TO THE RULES OF PROCEDURE AND CONDUCT
OF BUSINESS IN THE NATIONAL ASSEMBLY, 2007.

4. MRS. KASHMALA TARIQ, to seek leave under sub-rule (4) of rule 293 of the Rules of Procedure 
and Conduct of Business in the National Assembly, 2007 to move the following amendments:

AMENDMENT IN RULE 227. In the Rules of Procedure and Conduct of Business in the National 
Assembly, 2007, in rule 227.-

(i) In sub-rule (1), for the word “ Chairman” the word “Committee” shall be 
substituted; and

(ii) In sub-rule (3), for the word “ Chairman” the word “Committee” shall be 

substituted.

5. MRS. KASHMALA TARIQ, to move, if leave is granted, under sub-rule (5) of rule 293 of the Rules of 
Procedure and Conduct of Business in the National Assembly, 2007, that the proposed amendments be taken 
into consideration.

COMMENCED BUSINESS
(RESOLUTIONS)

6. Winding up, the discussion on the following resolution moved by Ch. Muhammad Barjees Tahir, MNA 
on 15th April, 2008:-

“This House is of the opinion that the Government should take steps to control price-hike in the 
country.”

7. Further discussion on the following resolution moved by Mrs. Shakeela Khanam Rashid, MNA on 21st

April, 2009: -

“This House is of the opinion that the Government Should take steps to control unemployment in the 
country.”

RESOLUTIONS

8. MRS. YASMEEN REHMAN DR. AZRA FAZAL PECHUHO
MIR MUNAWAR ALI TALPUR to move the following resolution: -

“This House is of the opinion that the Government should take immediate steps to activate price control 
authorities in Islamabad.”

9. MISS TASNEEM SIDDIQUI MRS. ANUSHA RAHMAN KHAN ADVOCATE to move 
the following resolution: -

“This House is of the opinion that the Government should take steps to streamline public transport system 
in all rural and urban areas of Islamabad."
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10. TAHIRA AURANGZEB to move the following resolution: -
“This House is of the opinion that the Government should take immediate steps to provide facilities of free 
medical treatment to the patients of hepatitis in the country.”

11. MRS. NISAR TANVEER RANA MAHMOOD-UL-HASSAN to move the 
following resolution: -
“This House is of the opinion that the Government should take immediate steps to control growing 
corruption and irregularities in WAPDA.”

12. NIGHAT PARVEEN MIR to move the following resolution: -
“This House is of the opinion that the Government should take steps against the sellers of spurious 
medicines.”

MOTIONS UNDER RULE 259

13. MRS. BELUM HASNAIN MRS. SHAKEELA KHANAM RASHID to move 
the following motion: -  
“This House may discuss the matter of alleviation of poverty in the country.”

14. NIGHAT PARVEEN MIR to move the following motion: -   
“This House may discuss the situation arising out of manufacturing of substandard medicines in the 
country.”

15. MRS. BUSHRA RAHMAN to move the following motion:-   
“This House may discuss the Media Policy of the Government.” 

16. TAHIRA AURANGZEB to move the following motion:-   
“This House may discuss the situation arising out of non-supply of clean drinking Water to 
residents of Islamabad.” 

17. MISS TASNEEM SIDDIQUI MRS. ANUSHA RAHMAN KHAN ADVOCATE to move 
the following motion:-   
“This House may discuss the performance of Ministry of Social Welfare with reference to 
provision of shelter and security to the homeless young and old women.”

DISCUSSION ON  MATTERS OF PUBLIC IMPORTANCE UNDER RULE 87

18. BEGUM  NUZHAT SADIQ TAHIRA AURANGZEB   
MRS. NISAR  TANVEER MR. MUHAMMAD AFZAL KHOKHAR 
MIAN MARGHOOB AHMAD  MR. MUHAMMAD HANIF ABBASI
NIGHAT PARVEEN MIR SHIREEN ARSHAD KHAN
MR. ABDUL QADIR PATEL to discuss a matter of sufficient public importance regarding “illegal sale of 
duty free items in the country, passing through Pakistan under Afghan Transit Trade Agreement.”

19. MR. RIAZ  FATYANA to discuss a matter of sufficient public importance regarding “non supply of 
uninterrupted electricity from 10.00 p.m. to 6.00 a.m. to the agriculture sector in the country.” 

CALLING ATTENTION NOTICE

20. MRS.  NOSHEEN SAEED
MRS.  BUSHRA RAHMAN
SARDAR BAHADUR AHMED KHAN SIHAR
KHAWAJA SHERAZ MEHMOOD to invite attention of the Minister-in-Charge of the Cabinet 

Secretariat to a matter of urgent public importance regarding supply of contaminated water to the Federal 
Capital by the CDA resulting in water borne diseases, causing grave concern amongst the public.

Islamabad, the         KARAMAT HUSSAIN NIAZI
14th August, 2009.                                 Secretary  
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10.
TAHIRA AURANGZEB to move the following resolution: -


“This House is of the opinion that the Government should take immediate steps to provide 
facilities of free 
medical treatment to the patients of hepatitis in the country.”


11.
MRS. NISAR TANVEER



RANA MAHMOOD-UL-HASSAN to move the 
following resolution: -


“This House is of the opinion that the Government should take immediate steps to control 
growing 
corruption and irregularities in WAPDA.”


12.
NIGHAT PARVEEN MIR to move the following resolution: -


“This House is of the opinion that the Government should take steps against the sellers of 
spurious 
medicines.”
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13.
MRS. BELUM HASNAIN



MRS. SHAKEELA KHANAM RASHID to move 
the following motion: -  


 “This House may discuss the matter of alleviation of poverty in the country.”

14.
NIGHAT PARVEEN MIR to move the following motion: -   


“This House may discuss the situation arising out of manufacturing of substandard medicines in the 
country.”


15.
MRS. BUSHRA RAHMAN to move the following motion:-   



“This House may discuss the Media Policy of the Government.” 


16.
TAHIRA AURANGZEB to move the following motion:-   



“This House may discuss the situation arising out of non-supply of clean drinking Water to 
residents of Islamabad.” 


17.
MISS TASNEEM SIDDIQUI


MRS. ANUSHA RAHMAN KHAN ADVOCATE to 
move 
the following motion:-   



“This House may discuss the performance of Ministry of Social Welfare with reference to 
provision of shelter and security to the homeless young and old women.”


DISCUSSION ON  MATTERS OF PUBLIC IMPORTANCE UNDER RULE 87


18.
BEGUM  NUZHAT SADIQ



TAHIRA AURANGZEB   



MRS. NISAR  TANVEER



MR. MUHAMMAD AFZAL KHOKHAR 



MIAN MARGHOOB AHMAD  


MR. MUHAMMAD HANIF ABBASI



NIGHAT PARVEEN MIR 



SHIREEN ARSHAD KHAN



MR. ABDUL QADIR PATEL to discuss a matter of sufficient public importance regarding “illegal sale of duty free items in the country, passing through Pakistan under Afghan Transit Trade Agreement.”


19.
MR. RIAZ  FATYANA to discuss a matter of sufficient public importance regarding “non supply of uninterrupted electricity from 10.00 p.m. to 6.00 a.m. to the agriculture sector in the country.” 


CALLING ATTENTION NOTICE


20.
MRS.  NOSHEEN SAEED


MRS.  BUSHRA RAHMAN



SARDAR BAHADUR AHMED KHAN SIHAR



KHAWAJA SHERAZ MEHMOOD to invite attention of the Minister-in-Charge of the Cabinet Secretariat to a matter of urgent public importance regarding supply of contaminated water to the Federal Capital by the CDA resulting in water borne diseases, causing grave concern amongst the public.


Islamabad, the




        


KARAMAT HUSSAIN NIAZI


14th August, 2009.





                  
         
     Secretary  

